Ab initio calculations of the lowest electronic states in the CuNO system.
The lowest singlet and triplet electronic levels of the A' and A" symmetry species of the neutral copper-nitrosyl (CuNO) system are calculated by ab initio methods at the multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) level of theory with single and double excitations, and at the coupled cluster level of theory with both perturbational (CCSD(T)) and full inclusion of triple excitations (CCSDT). Experimental data are difficult to obtain, hence the importance of carrying out calculations as accurate as possible to address the structure and dynamics of this system. This paper aims at validating a theoretical protocol to develop global potential energy surfaces for transition metal nitrosyl complexes. For the MRCI calculations, the comparison of level energies at linear structures and their values from C(2v) and C(s) symmetry restricted calculations has allowed to obtain clear settings regarding atomic basis sizes, active orbital spaces and roots obtained at the multi-configurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) level of theory. It is shown that a complete active space involving 18 valence electrons, 11 molecular orbitals and the prior determination of 12 roots in the MCSCF calculation is needed for overall qualitatively correct results from the MRCI calculations. Atomic basis sets of the valence triple-zeta type are sufficient. The present calculations yield a bound singlet A' ground state for CuNO. The CCSD(T) calculations give a quantitatively more reliable account of electronic correlation close to equilibrium, while the MRCI energies allow to ensure the qualitative assessment needed for global potential energy surfaces. Relativistic coupled cluster calculations using the Douglas-Kroll-Hess Hamiltonian yield a dissociation energy of CuNO into Cu and NO to be (59 ± 5) kJ mol(-1) ((4940 ± 400) hc cm(-1)). Favorable comparison is made with some of previous theoretical results and a few known experimental data.